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In this DLC you play as a little girl who's on acid. You witness talking teddy bears and scenes from the Silent Hill movie. Sadly,
the gameplay and story are ridiculously bad, and not worth playing. Even if you get this for free, i don't recommend wasting
your time playing it.. This game wants to be good, it really does. Unfortunately, it misses the mark.

Battles are repetitive click fests and some what boring. Character development is rather lacking. Story is rudimentary at best.
Ultimately this is an adequate space\/naval game at best, amusing enough for a while but not really worth much time or
investment.. It is my first-time review paying respect to this film, as well as the indie game community in China.

Overall, this documentary presents a reflective account of Chinese indie game developers. To many outsiders, the landscape of
Chinese indie community is mysterious, at best; or just a ramification of Chinese game industry known for reskined and rip-off
products. Focusing on five individuals, this documentary showcases that Chinese indie developers have the same passion for and
commitment to achieving game's artistic and play values like Western counterparts. The most touching part is the incorproation
of contextualized issues they face in China: family pressure, sociocultural bias, market hostility, and so on so forth. Albeit with
these issues, they strive to make the game, fulfill the promises to supporters, and move on as indie developers.

To English-speaking audiences, please bear with some translation issues here and there. It has been a tough work for the
translation team to retain most of the original meaning while turning into English. Besides, do not be too critical of the shooting
and editing. I think as a first-ever cinematic attempt to demonstrate Chinese indie community and culture to the whole world,
this documentary is a laudable effort worth more encouragements and supports.. Just as awesome as the first, which is hard to
be because the first one was great, this second installment has great graphics, absolutely stunning illustrations, the voices of the
characters are perfect, you have so many different "worlds" throughout the single world of the game, it is seriously so interesting
and so much fun. The puzzles and mini-games are just as interesting and challenging, but not impossible. If you played the first
one, you need to get this one too. If you haven't played the first one, then buy this so it can download while you go play the first
one. These are seriously great games.. Very fun shooter, I had a lot of fun with this one.. I just came to say thanks for this free
DLC. Can't recommend this game enough.
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Not much here....The artwork is great on the cards but the tutorial is the only thing close to complete. I love TCG and am happy
to support any developer brave enough to attempt to make their own. However I can not recomend this game when I can say I
am honestly this bored of playing it after twenty minutes. Needs improvement on pretty much every level. I think unfortunately
they may have oversimplified the basic mechancs a bit too much in an attempt to target card players.

The artwork is great and I give them points for trying something a bit different than the MTG, Infinity Wars, Might & Magic,
Solforge, or Hex all of which I would recommend for a first time player over this. Even with the learning curve involved players
will be rewarded with a deeper appreciation for the strategy and tactical awareness each has to offer. That's something I see
missing from this game. I will be checking in hoping for some updates but for now I've got to give it the thumbs down. Points
for trying to do something different and putting together a decent UI (not to be understated in how enjoyable a digital tcg
experience can be) but overall this is just not quite worth your time or dollars unless your a tcg fanatic such as myself.

2\/10 (Early Access Review here's hoping it goes up)

. I found this game very enjoyable, but I had to put up with a few very annoying bugs\/ aspects of the game. If 5\/10 is average I
would give this a strong 6.8\/10

+Atmosphere
+Scares
+Pacing
+graphics
+Value
+puzzles

-Very annoying screen effect when attacked
- Very strange lighting effects\/\/bug( Look at the moon for a second and then everything else becomes dark )
-Enemy bugs, clipping bugs,item bugs, bugs bugs.
-Sometimes its unclear where to go and what to do.

The monsters and ghosts are really well made. You will come across some cool locations such as forests, lakes, train stations,
cemetaries and mazes. If you like horror games youll enjoy this no doubt.. Initial impressions - sound design is meh. Animations
and graphics are dated, as to be expected since the game was released in 2005.

Controls are weird; if you've been running and let off the W key, you will sometimes stop immediately and other times you will
slide about 5 feet. This seems to happen no matter what terrain you are on.

some of the special powers are also stupid. Guns that blind you whenever you get hit seem like a cool idea right when you start,
but in order to get your vision back you need to stop getting hit, which requires cover, which you can't find since you're blind.
The hallucinogen grenades are ♥♥♥♥ing stupid. "Let's give an AoE attack that some bosses can spam that is even more
frustrating than the blind guns because you can see you just will never be able to accurately shoot."

There is a huge weapon imbalance as well. There is no reason to run with an AR or Commando rifle, since the SMG's seem to
have better accuracy, more damage, and a higher magazine capacity (which is greatly important for this game, since a mag you
drop, even if you only fired one round out of it, is GONE until you get a chance to buy more ammo). The sniper rifles as a class
are also obscenely strong; you can two shot anyone except the most heavily armored mooks with headshots. Those heavy armor
mooks take 3, while it will take multiple MAGAZINES to spray down those heavy armored mooks with an AR/Commando
rifle.

Shooting mechanics. Standard FPS, although for whatever stupid reason your zoom function is bound to your mousewheel click.
Snipers are overpowered (in your hands, not the AI. The AI snipers suck) not just in terms of damage they deal, but also because
this game seems to have some compensation for where you aim with the snipers, at least at the difficulty I played at. Several
times, I would be aiming high chest and I would get headshot kills. I probably got more headshots like that than I did actually
aiming at the head. Object hitboxes also tend to be weird, and you often can't tell until you've fired a shot into a clear area that it
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was actually an invisible wall.

All in all, I ended up ragequitting at stage 7. Not because the game was hard, but because a few minor irritants and one major
one all added up to the game not being fun to play.

3/10, would NOT recommend.. Beautiful soundtrack and thanks for the help. When you get to level 4000+ idle strategy
becomes so slow. So I switched to an Active strategy and bought 3 in game AC's with the rubies I had saved up and bought this
one. These AC's have made the game more enjoyable for me because its allowed me to push through that level 4000 barrier
whereas with my idle strategy I was at a wall around 3300.. just like battlefild 2 except it sucks. It\u00b4s a really fun game,
with hordes of zombies to kill and a very talented humour. And as far as I know, there\u00b4s only one guy behind the
development so It\u00b4s an incredible challenge to create such a good game with very few resources: well done lonely
developer!!!! I\u00b4m willing to complete the poor Jack's story. It\u00b4s absolutely worth the price.. If you are a fan of any
of the following:
-Wing Commander
-Freespace
-XWing

GET THIS GAME! These guys understand how to make a fun arcadey space sim without mining or economics. There's
dogfighting, there's really big ships, and there's space debris. Pew pew pew! Enjoy!. Pretty good time wasting game. No
complaints here.. I have to say, I tried to enjoy this game. I really, really did. I love these kinds of games, I'm a long time veteran
of Fire Emblem. But after making it to the first time I get to play as Abel, the mission appears to be broken. See, I'm currently
playing this mission on easy mode (Say what you will, I've genuinely tried it on normal too), and no matter what I do the
overwhelming enemy force catches up to Abel and Pascal an entire turn before they reach the secret door to unlock it and
escape along the top of the map. I've replayed this mission for over an hour now and they simply do not reach it in time. The
Champions on the right drop dead simply too quickly, and it's all over. They flood the back passage, and block the door before I
even reach it.

This is a glaring flaw, and it's not the only one I've noticed, but by far it is the biggest. There is legitimately no way around it
that I've found (short of lowering the difficulty even further, but.. If I have to do that to actually win the mission, I won't have
many nice things to say about your game).

So far, the graphics are very reminiscent of Fire Emblem, and the gameplay itself seems fairly alright, but.. My god is your
game wildly unbalanced. I'll be more than happy to provide screenshots if necessary, but I'm pretty sure you can determine the
mission I'm talking about. I am sick of retrying this stage, praying that RNG takes pity on me and the champions along the right
last at least one turn longer, but so far that's only happened once in the past hour, and I had to throw Pascal away to do it.

Fix your balancing issues, and I might actually enjoy your game. But for right now.. It's nothing more than frustrating. I'm going
to keep trying though, maybe the next missions will be better balanced. If I can even reach them.

I cannot recommend your game to anybody in its current state.

Edit: I gave up on beating the mission. I opted not to even bother lowering the difficulty for it, because frankly I shouldn't have
to consider that to beat a mission where my objective is to RUN AWAY. It legitimately isn't possible on EASY mode. Did you
even playtest this thing? Was it on the easiest difficulty? Was it Easy- mode? Because this is simply ridiculous. It takes Abel and
Pascal no less than 4 turns to get the door open. If I move them as a group, and don't sacrifice Pascal, then the gryph knights
(who are much stronger than either of my characters) will move in and block the door by the end of turn 3. If I split the group,
sending Pascal to the right to die and slow down the knights, Abel can reach the door and open it, but he does before he can step
through it. Neither outcome works, and nothing else gets me even close to escaping.

I'm done, this game is being uninstalled until it sees some changes. It's a shame it's too late to get a refund for it. I will not
recommend this game.
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